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We report electron paramagnetic resonance �EPR� experiments of phosphorus donors in isotopically con-
trolled silicon single crystals. By varying the concentration of the 29Si isotope, f , from 0.075% to 99.2%, we
systematically study the effect of the environmental nuclear spins on the donor-electron spin. We find excellent
agreement between experiment and theory for decoherence times due to nuclear-induced spectral diffusion,
clarifying that the nuclear-induced decoherence is dominant in the range of f studied. We also observe that the
EPR linewidth shows a transition from the square-root dependence to the linear dependence on f , in agreement
with theoretical predictions.
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Recent prospects for scalable solid-state quantum infor-
mation processors have generated a considerable interest in
electron-spin coherence of phosphorus donors in silicon.1,2

Although electron paramagnetic resonance �EPR� in Si:P is
now a textbook example of how an electron spin in a solid
interacts with nuclei, its coherence properties were largely
unexplored until recently. The donor-electron spin is
hyperfine-coupled to the 31P nucleus with I=1 /2, exhibiting
a doublet separated by 42 G in the EPR spectrum. In addi-
tion, host 29Si nuclei with I=1 /2, randomly occupying 4.7%
of the lattice sites of natural Si, are mutually coupled through
the magnetic dipolar interactions. By flip flopping their
spins, the environmental nuclei cause a temporal change in
the electron-spin precession frequency. This process, termed
as nuclear-induced spectral diffusion, is regarded as a major
source of decoherence in Si:P as well as in many other quan-
tum computing schemes based on electron spins. Recent ex-
perimental studies include measurements of electron-spin co-
herence in natural, and 28Si- and 29Si-enriched samples,3–6

and demonstration of the storage and retrieval of electron-
spin coherence into and from the 31P nuclear spin.7 Research
has also been further extended to other donors such as
bismuth.8

In this Rapid Communication, building on our previous
works,3,5,6 we study electron-spin decoherence due to envi-
ronmental nuclear spins in isotopically controlled Si:P single
crystals in which the 29Si concentration f ranges from
0.075% to 99.2%. Our experimental observations are in ex-
cellent agreement with nonstochastic and microscopic theory
called a quantum cluster expansion method. The details of
the theory developed by Witzel et al. can be found in Refs.
9–11. We also present the measurements of the EPR line-
width as a function of f , which is well accounted for by
theoretical calculations. The tunability of the 29Si concentra-

tion and long intrinsic decoherence times of the P donor
make Si:P an important testbed for proposed theories for
spectral diffusion-induced electron-spin decoherence. Such
models can then be applied to other materials systems, in-
cluding III-V materials based on Ga, As, and Al �all of which
carry nonzero nuclear spins� or other group IV hosts such as
C and Ge. An example of the latter is the study of nitrogen-
vacancy centers in diamond as a function of host 13C
concentration.12,13

Isotopically controlled Si is now in wide use for the stud-
ies of optical and thermal properties of Si, as well as for
precise determination of the Avogadro constant.14,15 High-
quality single crystals have been grown by either a Czochral-
ski �Cz� or floating zone �Fz� method. For this work, we
prepared six samples, namely, 29Si-0.08% �f =0.00075, Nd
=1.2�1015 cm−3, Fz grown�, 29Si-1% �f =0.012, Nd=0.7
�1015 cm−3, Fz�, 29Si-5% �f =0.047, Nd=0.8�1015 cm−3,
Cz�, 29Si-10% �f =0.103, Nd=1.6�1015 cm−3, Fz�,
29Si-50% �f =0.479, Nd=0.6�1015 cm−3, Fz�, and
29Si-100% �f =0.992, Nd=0.8�1015 cm−3, Cz�, where f was
determined from secondary ion mass spectroscopy �SIMS�
and the net donor concentration Nd was determined from
Hall measurements. Nd is fixed to about 1015 cm−3 through-
out the samples. This value has been chosen to minimize
unwanted dipolar interactions among the donor-electron
spins while still ensuring good measurement sensitivity.
Pulsed EPR experiments were carried out using X-band
spectrometers �Bruker� equipped with helium-flow cryostats
�Oxford Instruments�. The static magnetic field B0 was ap-

plied in the �11̄0� plane and the angle with respect to the
�001� crystal axis is defined as shown in Fig. 1�a�. In the
following, B0 was fixed at the center of the high-field line of
the Si:P doublet. We employed a two-pulse electron spin
echo �ESE� sequence ��1�-�-��2�-�-echo �Fig. 1�b��, where
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�1�2� is the tipping angle of the first �second� pulse and � is
the interpulse delay. Except for 29Si-0.08%, �1 and �2 were
90° and 180°, respectively. In 29Si-0.08%, we used �1=90°
and �2=70° in order to minimize the effect of instantaneous
diffusion �decoherence caused by flips of dipole-coupled
electron spins as driven by the applied microwave pulses�.3,6

In a study of nuclear-induced spectral diffusion in Si:P,
the measurement temperature T must be low enough to en-
sure the spin-lattice relaxation time T1 �arising from an Or-
bach process16� is long enough to give no appreciable con-
tribution to the measured T2. For 29Si-0.08%, 50%, and
100%, T was 7–8 K and the ESE sequence was repeated at
time intervals much longer than T1. For 29Si-1%, T was 5 K
and a light-emitting diode �1070 nm� was illuminated for
short time �50 ms� after each ESE sequence in order to
shorten the otherwise extremely long T1. For 29Si-5% and
10%, both methods were tested, and confirmed to give nearly
identical results. In all cases, the observed time scales for
phase relaxation are much shorter than the corresponding T1
in the dark, and in our discussions below we can assume that
T1 processes are of no importance.

Figure 1�c� shows a log-log plot of ESE decay curves at

0° �B0 � �001��. It is clearly observed that the lower-f samples
show better coherence properties. The strong oscillations ob-
served in the high-f samples are ESE envelope modulation
�ESEEM�. As analyzed previously,5,11 this oscillation pattern
is caused by the quantum-mechanical interference between
the donor-electron spin and 29Si nuclei adjacent to the P
atom. The behaviors at early time, both experimental and
theoretical,11 are shown in Figs. 1�d�–1�f�. Theory repro-
duces fine details of the modulation patterns for the respec-
tive angles as well as the dependence of the modulation am-
plitudes on f . Experimentally, even a slight misalignment of
the crystal axis can result in a large change in the modulation
amplitudes, which is a possible reason for the difference in
the amplitudes between experiment and theory.

Next we examine the nuclear-induced spectral diffusion
time TSD. We note that nuclei participating in ESEEM are not
the same as those causing spectral diffusion. The former nu-
clei, residing in close vicinity to the donor and experiencing
large hyperfine fields, cannot flip flop their spins due to en-
ergy conservation. The latter consists of a much larger group
of nuclei that are far away from the donor; these nuclei only
see very weak hyperfine fields, and the flip flop is allowed.
Thus we may regard ESEEM and nuclear-induced spectral
diffusion as independent. Figure 2 presents the full details of
the two-pulse ESE decay curves. It is apparent that the ESE
decay envelopes are not single exponential. To extract TSD,
we fit those envelopes to the form

V��� = V0���exp�− �2�/TSD�n − �2�/T2�� . �1�

Here, the spectral diffusion decay is assumed to take a
stretched-exponential decay with n�1.6 A single-
exponential decay term is included to account for other de-
coherence mechanisms and T2 is assumed to be independent
of the direction of B0. The values of the parameters TSD and
n, obtained from fits to Eq. �1�, are plotted in Fig. 3. As
already evident from Fig. 2, TSD reaches its maximum at 0°
�B0 � �001�� and its minimum at around 55° �B0 � �111��, re-
flecting the anisotropy of the nuclear dipolar interaction. We
can directly compare experimental values of TSD with those
obtained from theory. The dotted and dashed curves in Fig.
3�b� are simulations using the cluster method,9,10 showing an
excellent agreement for extreme orientations of 0° and 55° in
f �1%. Although at f =0.08% the theory is still in a reason-
able quantitative agreement with experiment, there is a clear
qualitative difference in that the experiment still shows a
clear anisotropy in TSD while theory predicts no such aniso-
tropy. In principle, with decreasing f the probability of find-
ing next-neighboring 29Si-29Si nuclear pairs in a close prox-
imity to a donor also decreases and so the angular
dependence in TSD should eventually vanish. However, our
model apparently predicts this transition takes place at a
higher f than that observed in experiment, and the reason for
this discrepancy is as yet unclear. We have considered sev-
eral possible explanations, such as nuclear flip flops involv-
ing more than two nuclei �larger clusters�, which are not
accounted in our simulations, or hyperfine-mediated nuclear
flip flops but currently have not reached a satisfactory an-
swer.
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FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Definition of angles. The static mag-

netic field B0 was applied parallel to the �11̄0� plane of silicon

crystals. By rotating samples about the �11̄0� axis, the direction of
B0 is varied from �001� �0°� to �110� �90°�. �b� Two-pulse ESE
sequence. The tipping angles �1 and �2 are 90° and 180° except for
the case of 29Si-0.08%. See the text. �c� Log-log plot of ESE decay
curves at 0°. The data are for 29Si-0.08%, 1%, 5%, 10%, 50%, and
100% from right to left �slow-to-fast decays�. ��d�–�f�� Experimen-
tal �top panels� and theoretical �bottom panels� ESEEM at early
time for 29Si-5%, 10%, 50%, and 100% �from top to bottom� at
three representative angles. The traces are offset for clarity.
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A few remarks are worth mentioning at this point. In the
fitting, we always found T2 to be much longer than TSD. This
certifies a posteriori that the major decoherence mechanism
in our experimental conditions is the nuclear-induced spec-
tral diffusion. In addition, we did not include T2 as a param-
eter for 29Si-50% and 100% since the fitting errors are fairly
large due to the presence of ESEEM. The errors in n are also
large �but still between 2 and 2.5�, and n for these samples
are not plotted in Fig. 3�b�. On the other hand, the errors in
TSD are small, as in this case TSD is always close to the time
at which the echo envelope decays to 1 /e of the initial in-
tensity. Second, in measuring 29Si-1% and 0.08%, special
care was taken to circumvent the effect of phase fluctuations
of the quadrature-detected echo signals. As reported
previously,3,6 this occurs at � longer than about 500 �s in
our apparatus. The most effective and most straightforward
way to counter this problem was to measure the signal in
single shots.

Finally, we turn our attention to the linewidth of the Si:P
EPR spectra. As the orbital part of the electron wave function
spreads over thousands of lattice sites, the electron is subject
to the hyperfine fields of the 29Si nuclei within its extent. The
29Si nucleus at the lth site shifts the resonant frequency of
the electron spin by �al /2, depending on direction of

nuclear spin, where al is the isotropic hyperfine field at the
lth site. Consequently, random static shifts of the individual
electron-spin resonant frequencies lead to inhomogeneous
broadening of the EPR lines.

Two different regimes have been identified for the depen-
dence of the EPR linewidth on f .17,18 In the high-f regime
�f �10%�, the inhomogeneous broadening is describable by
a Gaussian line shape with a full width at half maximum
�FWHM� linewidth of 	BG=2�2 ln 2��f�l�al /2�2.17 In the
low-f regime, however, the line shape resembles Lorentzian,
rather than Gaussian, with the linewidth 	BL given as

f���lal

2�3 /12�lal
4. The latter expression while not explic-

itly derived here, follows straightforwardly from other equa-
tions by Kittel and Abrahams.18 We demonstrate below that
these two expressions accurately describe the donor EPR
linewidth in high- and low-f regimes, respectively, with the
crossover occurring around the natural abundance of 29Si.

Figure 4�a� shows the high-field lines of the donor doublet
using continuous-wave �cw� EPR and Fig. 4�b� plots the
FWHM of these lines as a function of f . In each case, the
same line shapes are observed using pulsed EPR, where the
intensity of the ESE signal is measured as a function
of B0 with � fixed. For f �4.7%, the lines are Gaussian
�see Fig. 4�c��, and therefore the first expression for 	BG
should be appropriate. The sums such as �lal

2 and �lal
4 are

readily computed using reported values of al for 176 lattice
sites determined by electron-nuclear double resonance.20,21

The calculated value of 2�2 ln 2���l�al /2�2 is 11.6 G,
which accounts for the majority of the experimental width
for f =99.2%, 12.2 G. The rest of thousands of sites will have
very small isotropic hyperfine constants, and make no sub-
stantial contribution to the linewidth. The dashed line in Fig.
4�b� shows 	BG=11.6 G� f0.5, which agrees well with the
experimental points for f �4.7%, as expected. For f �1.2%,
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the line shapes resemble Lorentzian �see Fig. 4�d�� and a
deviation from the f0.5 power law is observed. Using the
second expression, we obtain 	BL=57.6 G� f , which is
drawn as the dotted line in Fig. 4�b�. This explains the be-
havior for f �1.2% quite well, and we observe a clear tran-
sition from the square-root dependence to the linear depen-

dence on f , with the crossover occurring around the natural
abundance.

In summary, we have provided a description of the role of
the environmental nuclear spins on the P donor-electron
spins in Si. Experimental TSD, the behavior of ESEEM, and
the EPR linewidth are well explained by theory. The only
discrepancy between experiment and theory has been found
in the lowest f sample, where the anisotropy in TSD still
survives while theory predicts disappearance of the aniso-
tropy in this regime. In the future, further isotope purification
will clarify this issue, as well as the point where another
decoherence source, such as a dipolar interaction between
donors, supersedes the nuclear-induced decoherence.
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